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Acknowledgment of Priority 
With reference to my paper, “Two Clarifications on the Likelihood 
Surface in Functional Models” (.I. Multivar. Anal. 9 (1979), 138-149), 
Professor T. W. Anderson has kindly brought my attention to the following 
two papers, often overlooked in the literature, dealing with related problems: 
ANDERSON, T. W. (1951). Estimating linear restrictions on regression 
coefficients for multivariate normal distributions. Ann. Math. Statist. 22, 
327-35 1. 
ANDERSON, T. W., AND RUBIN, H. (1956). Statistical inference in factor 
analysis. In Proceedings, Third Berkeley Symposium on Mathematical 
Statistics and Probability (J. Neyman, Ed.), Vol. 5, pp. 11 l-150. Univ. 
of California Press, Berkeley. 
In particular it turns out that Proposition 2.1 in my paper had been stated 
and proved by Anderson and Rubin (1956, pp. 129-130). I regret not having 
been aware of these works. 
Y. Willassen 
Prinred in Belgium 
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